1. It’s the time for you young ones to get eco-concerned. The easiest way to get eco-friendly is by remembering the 3 R’s – Re-use, Re-cycle and Reduce. So why not begin with our home. Use your creative mind and reuse any two of the given things in any way you like-

- **Old magazines** – can be used for covering the gifts.
- **Bits of old cloth** – can make a photo frame out of it.
- **Tin can** – make a toy or pen holder.
- **Cardboard box** – convert it into a decorated socks box.

2. Make finger puppets as per the following:

   Roll No. 1 - 10  Five animals and their young ones
   11 - 20  Five helpers
   21 - 30  Five flowers
   31 - 40  Five universal objects

3. Go on a ride and observe the road signs. Draw and label four out of them.

   Take one A-4 size sheet and divide it into half. Make road signs on both the sides of the sheet.

4. Enough of pencil, eraser, paper and colours, *now let’s get a little experimental.*

   (Roll No. 1 – 20) : **BUBBLES**

   Use a straw with the end cut at an angle to blow bubbles.

   Make different solutions as shown in the pictures and mix each solution well. You can use dishwashing liquid detergent instead of soap.